Walking across Hampton University’s campus, you may be greeted by a future engineer, an aspiring fashion designer, a doctoral candidate or even University President William R. Harvey. At Hampton University, students are preparing to enter the real world within all areas of life.

We invite you to visit www.hamptonu.edu and enjoy an online and virtual campus tour, or better yet, schedule a family or group tour today.
When Hampton University students graduate, they are prepared to demonstrate their ability to perform, achieve and excel. Through academic excellence our students maximize their intellectual capabilities and skills to become effective leaders and responsible citizens of their communities and the world.

**Rhodes Scholar Finalist**

**JEFFREY EUGENE**

was the Class of 2011 valedictorian. During his senior year at HU he served at that year’s Class Student Government Association president. While at HU, he held coordinates several events, including World AIDS Day at HU, participated in the VAX Institute’s VAX-2cure and was inducted into the NAICU Honor’s College. NewsOne.com recognized Eugene as one of the best and brightest Black students of 2011. He currently attends the Morehouse School of Medicine in Atlanta, Georgia. “I am still reaping the benefits of having attended Hampton University,” Eugene said. “Along with its historical namesake, HU has all the right ingredients to produce students qualified to compete and excel in the workforce. I hope to bring that type of recognition to my alma mater.” Maturing into a productive adult is a way of life for Hampton. The University’s character building focus shapes students life at Hampton. The University's character building focus shapes students into real-life leaders in the here and now. Eugene is currently attending the Morehouse School of Medicine in Atlanta, Georgia. “I am still reaping the benefits of having attended Hampton University,” Eugene said. “Along with its historical namesake, HU has all the right ingredients to produce students qualified to compete and excel in the workforce. I hope to bring that type of recognition to my alma mater.”

**Promising Young Architect**

**MARCUS THOMAS**

is an Architecture Major, is making his mark on campus, and internationally as a Hamptonian. Thomas traveled to Italy this year with other HU architecture students, as part of the major’s requirement to study abroad. On campus, students participate in a variety of international architecture, sketch and observe the culture. “In Italy, where architecture is so prominent, to see buildings we talk about in our architectural history class was a thrill,” he said. “To see the Vatican and the Quirone come to life before my eyes was a surreal experience.”

Long-term, Thomas wants to earn his MBA, become an architect and do architectural work in low income communities. On campus, Thomas is president of the HU Student Recruitment Team (SRT). The student led group gives tours and coordinates events that offer prospective Hamptonians a social and academic picture of college life at the university. “Being able to help someone make a decision that will impact his or her life based on my experiences, has helped me grow as an individual,” Thomas said. “Since attending HU, my greatest successes have been getting involved on and off campus, as well as sharing my Hampton experience to those prospective students who may be interested.”

**2012 Marshall Scholar Recipient**

**KENDYL CRAWLEY-CRAWFORD**

was a Hampton University senior who received the Marshall Scholarship, one of the most prestigious post-graduate scholarships offered to American students. Up to 40 scholars are selected each year by the United Kingdom. The University’s Marshall program is designed to attract future leaders who are expected to influence policies and environmental conservation “in such an honor to have won the scholarship I am really excited,” said Crawley-Crawford. “I think it is very important to understand all cultures.”

**Aspiring Doctor of Physical Therapy**

**DESIREE WILLIAMS**

was a member of the William H. Harvey Leadership Institute, and earned her degree in Health, Physical Education and Recreation. She is currently enrolled in HU’s Doctorate of Physical Therapy (DPT) program. Williams, Miss Hampton University 2010-11, was inducted into the 15 Historical Black College and University (HBCU) queens by Ebony magazine. In that context, she received more votes than any other HBCU queen. “HU challenged me in every aspect of my life. The educational opportunities I’ve been afforded, along with joining the sorority of Miss Hampton, has been memorable,” Williams said. “I begin my next educational path at HU, I’m looking forward to learning, growing and being exposed to even more.”

**Future Governor of North Carolina**

**KENDAL McBRORW**

was the Hampton University Class of 2011 valedictorian. He is a member of the Greens Dawson Wilson Student Leadership Program and the HU Polite Ministry. “My greatest success and achievement for HU at Hampton has been the growth that I have experienced in myself, between last year and the current year,” McBroom said. “There is a completely new thrust for knowledge and learning that I have acquired, and it has been truly amazing.”

**Harvard Law Student**

**MELISSA CHASTANG**

was a member of Sigma Ta Delta, the English Honor Society, and served as the organization’s president during her senior year. She is a graduate of the College, and the William H. Harvey Leadership Institute, and served in the English Department’s writing and technology lab her junior and senior year. She held memberships with the Alpha Delta Phi Law Fraternity and the Golden Key Honor Society. Chastang accomplished much at her Home by the Sea, and is now a Harvard Law School 2014 Doctor candidate. “I made some amazing friends at Hampton and we’ve had great times together whether at a party, in a dorm room, or in a classroom, and I know that the friendships will endure.”
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